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Abstract

Pixel-based visualizations have become popular, because they are capable of displaying large anwunts of data
and at the same time provide many details. However, pixel-based visualizations are only effective if the data set is
not sparse and the data distribution not random. Single pixels - no maller if they are in an empty area or in the
middle of a large area of diffe rently colored pixels - are perceptually difficul1to discern and may th erefore easily
be missed. Furth ermore, trends alld interestillg passages may be cammiflaged ill the sea of details.
In this paper we compare different approaches for visual boosting in pixel-based visualizations. Several boosting
techniques such as halos, background coloring, distortion, and hatching are discussed and assessed with respect
to their effectiveness in boosting single pixels, trends, and interesting passages. Application examples from three
different domains (docurnent analysis, genome analysis, and geospatial analysis) show the general applicability
of the techniques and the derived guidelines.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques- Standards; I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation-Display Algorithms

1. Introduction
Nowadays, in many applications there is a need to analyze
hu ge amounts of data. Among the popular techniques for vi suali zing large amounts of data are pixel -based approac hes
because they are ab le to display large data sets at a hi gh resolution (see e.g., [KeiOO, KSS07, LGP*07]). In the context
of thi s paper, under 'pixel-based vi suali zati ons ' we understand visuali zations that use so me small area to encode one
data item. Note that the areas do not necessarily have to be
display pixels but small rec tangles. Pixel-based visualizations have been applied in many different domains including
but not limited to geography [PSKN06]' network and sensor
data analysis [RG IO,FN05], and document analysis [K007].
Although very powerful , the technique comes with the disadvantage that interesting values or passages may easily be
mi ssed if the data is sparse. Besides, interes ting details may
be ca moufl aged in the sea of deta il s.
Imag ine you search for a term in a document and you are
interested in the text passages which include this term. Typically you would use the find runcli onalily or your ravori te text viewer and the program would hi ghli ght the searc h
terms. If we want to visuali ze the whole document with a
pixe l-based visuali za ti on (e.g ., to fit it on the sc ree n) and ap-

ply a term-based search, we have to somehow hi ghli ght the
search results. We call thi s hi ghli ghting of pi xels boosting.
According to what we want to boost - sing le pixels (e.g.,
found search terms), passages (e.g., coding regions in ge nome data), or trends (e.g. , the overall readability of sections
whil e showing the complexity of eac h single word) - different boosting techniques perform best.
In thi s paper we discuss a number of approaches for vi sual boosting of pixels, passages, or an inherent trend. We
distin gui sh between two de riniti ons of im portance. F irst, the
im portance of a data ilem can be defi ned by th e num eri cal
data value itself. In this case, the importance of a pixel is already encoded by the color-mapping, e.g., a single red pixels
in an area of green pixels. Thus, we boost inform ation that is
already prese nt in the pixel-based rep resentatio n but not yet
visually salient enough . In the following, we refer to such
cases as image-driven boosting. Second, importance of a
pixel can be defined in ter ms or ex tern al mela- inrormat ion.
In thi s case, the importance is not already represented by the
color-mappin g and needs to be encoded in the first place. An
example is the boosting of a passage with hi ghl y divergent
values or e .g., boosting of pi xels that represent a noun - something th at is only known by meta informati on. We refer
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to such cases as data-driven boosting. One characteri stic of
this type of boosting is that the values th at have to be boosted usually span across the whole co lor scale - a fact which
prevents using boosting techniques that are based on an adaption of the color scale.
This paper introduces and discu sses different approaches
fo r boosting pixels or passages. The techniques are reviewed with respect to their capability to amp lify a sing le item, a
passage, or a trend. Chapter 2 introduces different techniques
for boosti ng and discusses thei l' strengths and weaknesses.
Next, in chapter 3 we describe the perceptual issues as the
theoretical foundation for visual boosting. This is followed
by an app li cation section that exempli fies visua l boosting by
analyzing data from three different domains: document analysis, genome analysis, and geospati al data analysis. Chapter
5 classifies the dilTerent hoostin g tec hniques according to the
application tasks they are most usefu l for.

2. Boosting Techniques
Much research has been conducted in the domain of cognitive science to find out how eye movement works and what
makes some objects stand out agai nst others (see for example [War08]). It is ass umed that we preprocess scenes by
means of low- level properties such as color, shape, orientation etc. to decide where to direct our view. This can be
exploited, for instance, in a search scenario in which the object has known properties that discriminate the item from
the rest of the scene (e.g. , when searching for a tomato, we
search for a red obj ect). The hi gher the feature-level contrast
between the object and its su rroundin gs, the easier it becomes to spot it.
In th e following, we review some of the fundamental vi sua l properties mentioned by Ware [WarD8] with respect to
their applicability for boosting in pixel -based visualizations .
Please note that many of the followin g techniques like distortion or hatching are hi ghl y dependent of the size of the pixel
representation and cannot be app lied to very small pixels.

2.1. Boosting with Halos
Size is an efficient and intuiti ve way to enh ance the visibility
of interesting or important pixels.
However, in most cases we do not
want to change the layout of the pixel-based visualization
and thus have to overplot neig hboring pixels. We therefore fo llow Colin Ware's suggestion of adding a su rround color [War08]. To differentiate the halos from the neighboring
pixels, it is best to use a less saturated or semi -transparent coloI'. Us ing transparency comes with the advantage that even
in overlap areas all halos are visib le but may lead to blended
co lors that are dil'ficult to inlerpret. F igure I exem plifi es the
different variants.

• Pixel
• Halo

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Visual boosting with halos. Halos //lay be painted with semi-transparen.t or opaque colors. As the halos
may overlap each other; the painting order is importanl. (a)
Without visual boosting, (b) Boosting with semi-transparent
halos, (c) Boostin.g with opaque halos.

In most cases it is advantageous not to overpaint pixels represe nlin g a value in order to avoid ca moul1aging them. But
sti ll in areas in which several colored pixels are close to each
other, their halos may overl ap. In this case, the painting order
is importa nt. This is especiall y true when non -transparent
halos are used but also for transparent ones, since the last
color will be the most salient one.
For determining which pixels to boost, we can often measure a degree of importance. Boosting with halos has the advantage that the degree of boosting can be controlled. Changi ng the size of a halo has an immediate effect on the visibility of the boosted pixels.

2.2. Boosting with Colors
There are two possible ways to
use co lor for boosting interesting
or importanl pixe ls. The first way
is to adapt the color scale in a way
that important values are represented by a color with a high
perceptual contrast compared to the less important data values. Thus, the boosted pixels are colored in a way that they
are pre-attenti vely vi sible. We therefore change our colormap and represent values whi ch should be boosted with a
color that has a high perceptual contrast to the non-boosted
values. Contrast colors can be fou nd with the he lp of color wheels (for instance in Adobe Kuler [ADO I 0] or Color
Scheme Designer [Sta I 0]) or by measuring their perceptual distance (e.g. , in the CIE color space [CIE78]). The more
heterogeneous ly colored the visualization is, the larger the
perceptual distance of the boosting color has to be to ensure a good boosting effect (see [WarD8]). An easy way to
ac hieve this is to use a black and white colormap and color
impo rtant pixels with another color (e.g., red or yellow).
If the data set is sparse, not every pixel will be colored in the viE~tr
suali zati on. Thi s means that we have empty pixels that do not encode
a va lue. The second approach exploits thi s by coloring the
e mpty pixels according to the value that shou ld be boosted.
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Typicall y, the boosted va lue represents the local or global
trend (e.g. , the average va lue) and is vi suali zed by a less saturated color. As a co nsequence, pi xels with co lors similar to
the backgro und co lor become less salient. Thi s is why it is
advi sable to use the tec hniqu e only to represent a tre nd that
is present in the data anyway.

2.3. Boosting with Distortion
Distortion of pi xels can be seen
as anoth er way of using size as vi sual property. By shrin king or enlarging pixels acco rding to a userdefined imporlance measun.:, th e i'ocus is shined to th e larger ones whi le preserving the context, which is important for
many app lication scenari os. T his co mes with the advantage
of increasi ng the scalab ility because less space is used for
unimportant passages.
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We may also di stOlt single rows

or columns according to the numbel' of boosted pi xels or according
]
to the sum of their importance values. This ·is only reaso nable if a row or column is a meaningful and coherent uni t. The di stortion of columns, for examp le, would be reasonabl e if eac h column represents one
point in time and eac h row shows a particul ar variable over
time.
In other applications, such as geos pati al analysis tasks, it
may be favorab le to di stort the local neighborhood of the
pixels to be boosted. Thi s can help to dec rease overl ap that
is fo r instance ca used by enlarging important pi xe ls in the
geographical space. In section 4.3, we illustrate thi s for an
exampl e from the domain of geospatial analysis.

2.4. Boosting with Hatching
S:~E:;:!:;:l:;:!:~E

Hatching is a boosting technique
wh ich ca n only be used if th e da~ ta va lues are mapped to small areas and not single pixels of the display. By using different hatchin g direction s it is possible to
d istingui sh several semanti call y co nnccted groups of pixels.
For in stance, the two diago nal lines or vertical and horizon tal lines may be used for hatching. Appa rently the di ffe rence between verti cal/hori zontal lines is much more visible than the different diago nals, whi ch may be a result
from our culturally-inhe rited reading direction s. Typicall y,
the amount of hatching is also used to rep resent a quantitati ve va lue. However, thi s does not make sense for pi xel-based
visua li zati o ns where not many diffe rent degrees of hatch ing
can be used due to the lim ited amount of space.
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2.5. Boosting with Shapes or Glyphs
It is easy to spot one triang le in a set of rectang les or to

spot the destination in a route planner when it is marked
with a fl ag. But g lyphs or shapes have one majo r problem :
They occupy a different area than the original pi xels. Thi s
res ults in di fferent local co ntrasts and - even worse - in difFerent color perceptions. It is therefo re di fficult to use colored pixel representations combined with different shapes
while preserving the proper color perception. Furthermorc,
"..,...,..,..,---,-,-,....,-,-"...,
both glyphs and the usage of a dif-
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ferent shape (non-rectang ula r) requires that the pixel representati on
is large enough.

2.6. Other boosting techniques
In the previous sectio ns, we introduced several techniques
for boos tin g in pixel-based visuali zati ons. Guided by the different visual properti es presented in [War08], we selected
the meth ods that seemed most applicable for enhancing the
visual saliency of pi xels, passages or trends. Nevertheless,
the list is far from being co mplete. For instance, a user study
that was conducted by Kosara et al. suggests that blurring of
unimportant data points could be effective as well in a boosting task (see [KMH*02]). The study shows that s harp objects in a blurry background can be perce ived preattentively.
Purposefully mi sali gnin g specific pixe ls mi ght be effecti ve as well but can only be used if there are gaps between the
pi xel rows. Other visual properti es such as joined lines or
curvature, which are mentioned in [WarD8] as well , are not
usable for pixel-based visua li zations.
Ani mation s are one of the most eye-catching boosting
techniques, as motion detection is hard-wired in o ur peripheral vis ion system . It is the refore possihl e to use, e.g ., flashing of pixels to hi ghli ght important valu es. But a nim ation
has to be used very ca refully as it can be very annoying iffor
instance many items on the sc ree n are animated.
M ore interesting approac hes for visual boostin g using
scatterplots are described by Pritzkau et al. in [PRSB 10].
The paper describes the use of animated jittering in order
to show co herent clusters in a pre-attentive ly mann er. Additi onally, th e authors suggest to use illusionary moti on to
visuall y group data-poin ts. This rotatio n effect is created by
special shading techniques. For p ixel-based visuali zations,
thi s technique is not well scalable (w ith respect to the size of
the pixels), but cou ld still be useful if on ly few pixels are to
be di splayed.

3. Perceptual issues
When llsing boosting techniques it is very important to co nsider the perceptual impact of c hang ing the visual properti es when boosting certain pixels. For exam ple, when using
background coloring, we have to be aware th at the additiona l color will inAuc ncc how thc s ing lc colorcd pi xc ls arc
perceived. In general, it ca n be said that it is best to use d ifferent visua l channels (shape, color, Illotion) to let certain
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aspects pop out [War08]. If the sa me vi sual chan nel is used
fo r boosting, a larger change in the feature space has to be
made to make the object visually di stinct. The same app lies
if the background is inhomogeneous, whi ch is usually the
case when working with pixel-based visuali zations.
What does this mea n for visual boosting? When coloring
the background in sparsely populated vis uali zations, pi xels
with si milar color wi ll he more di ffic ult to spot. At th e same time, the larger the deviation of a pixe l's color is from
the background color, the more salient it becomes. In some
cases this is exactly what we want to achi eve because pixe ls that depict similar values compared to the background
are already represented we ll enough . In all other cases, it
is recommendab le to use less-saturated colors for the background, which implies that we must use a color scale for
coloring the pixels that is homogeneous with res pect to the
saturation .
Another boosting technique in which th e perception of colors can interfere with the boosting are the glyphs. Since glyphs are often larger than the pixel itself, they may overl ap
with neighboring pixels. If the color of these pixels does not
contrast with the g lyph color, this decreases their effectiveness in terms of visual boosting.
Some of the boostin g techni ques work well for large pi xels, but their effectiveness decreases for smaller scal ing fac tors or the technique even becomes useless if sing le di splay
pi xe ls are used for each data value. For instance changing the
shape of some of the pixels from rectangles to ci rcles results
in the fact th at only part or the ava il ab le area is fill ed. Otherwise put., part or th e rec tangular pi xel area is filled with th e
background color. On small scale humans tend to mi x these
colors. Thus, red circles surrou nd ed by a white background
color will look brighter than rectangular pixels with the same color. The scalability of the different boostin g techniques
is furth er discussed in section 5.
Finall y, literature on conjunctions of the visual properti es
must be take n into account. Ware [War08] states that for "rapid pop-out searching" not mo re than two different symbols
should be used because otherwise spotting the differences
wi ll not be pre-attentive anymore. Since pi xe l-based vis ualizations already use color per default as one visual property,
using several different boosting techniques at the same time
to stress different aspects must be advi sed against. Howeve r,
it ca n be very helpful to use a combination of different techniques to boost the same aspects, as thi s further increases the
vi sual salie ncy of the pixels.

4. Application Examples from Different Domains
In thi s secti on we show application examples from three different do mains, where boosting can help to increase the usefu lness of a pixel-based visuali zation . Each application scenario exe mplifi es a dirrerent aspec t di scussed in th e paper.
The presented doc ument analys is tasks show the challenges

that a sparse data set comes with. Additionall y, in the case of review ana lysis the inherent trend is important but not
easily obv ious. When ana lyzi ng genome sequences , the di stinction between passages that encode a gene and those that
have no known fun ctionality is important. Genome analysis
therefo re is an example for enhanc ing the visibi lity of passages and for data-driven boosting. Finall y, geospati al analysis
has been chosen because of the restri ctions that it poses on
the place ment of the pixels which increases the problem of
overplotting and prevents using so me of the techniques.

4.1. Document Analysis
In the following, two examples from the domain of docu ment analysis are given. The presented app li cations are typi cal representatives of pixel-based visuali zations in the sense
that the task does not require a special layout of the pixels
(except for the sequenti al nature of the data). In the scenarios below, the sparseness of the data is the most challeng ing
aspect in the visualizatio n process.

4.1.1. Review Analysis
Customer feedback data is a valuable resource for both potenti al customers and compan ies. In co ntrast to overall ratings of a product, reviews come with the advantage that th ey
reveal the strengths and weaknesses of a product in detail by
commenting on certain product features. Various algorithms
ex ist for identifying product features in natural language
comments as well as to determine the sentiment that was expressed on them (e.g., [PL08,TM08,DL07,KH06,PE05]).
Figure 2 shows a vi suali zation of customer feedback data. Each rev iew is represe nted by a block of pixe ls where
each pixel represents a word. Color is used to hi ghlight negative (red) or positive (blue) mentions of product features.
Diffe rent levels of brightn ess are used to encode the strength
of the expressed opinion. Note that [OBK*08] uses a pixelbased vi sualization for review ana lysis, too. But in contrast
to our scenario th ey di spl ay the data on revi ew leve l instead
of word leve l whic h results in a dense data set.
1n figure 2(a) no boosting was applied. Although all the
necessary inForm ation is prese nt , it is di fficult to ide ntify
trends and outli ers in the data set. Figure 2(b) shows the
same data with boosting by background coloring and halos.
T he background color is mapped to the average sentiment
in the review, permitting to spot th e trend of each document
at a g lance. Halos are used to make single colored pixel s
more salie nt. Thi s allows the use r to investi gate if the
trend is caused by a set of opposing opi ni ons or by very
similar ratings for all features. Us ing halos as a boosting
tec hnique perm its to influence the boosting strength 01' each
pixe l sepa rately. In this case, we decided to determin e the
halo sizes locally (for eac h review separately) and bias the
visibility of the pixels towards outli ers (rare colors). An
alte rnative would have been to g ive the strongest boostin g
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(a) Without vi sual boostin g

(b) Local boosting with background coloring and semi-tra nsparent halos

Figure 2: Visual boosting of customer feedback data. Positively mentioned f eatures are colored in blue, negatively mentioned
ones in red. In (b) backg round coloring is used to emphasize the local trend and outliers are boosted with halos.

wei gbt to tbe pi xe ls wbose values deviate most from tbe
trend.

4.1.2. Highlighting Search Terms
Pa rt of a scientifi c paper is visuali zed in figure 3. Eacb pixel
represents a word and words are grouped into sentences. In
tbi s case tbe task is to spot passages tb at are dense witb respect to certain searcb terms. Pixels tbat represent tbe term
"visual " are co lored in purple, findin gs of tb e sea rch term
"buman" in orange, and occurrences of "multimedia" are
marked in green. Again tbe balo tecbnique is used for boosting. But tbis time, balo sizes are determined g lobally. Tbe
rarer a searcb term is in tbe document, tbe bigber is its boosting factor. Globall y seen, even tbe most frequent term "visual" is still sparse. Tbis is wby we boost tbe occurrences
of tbis term, too. Tbe parameters of tbe balo tecbnique permit to determine bow mucb tbe boosting sbould be biased
towards rare occurrences. In tbis case, tb e boosting factor of
tbe rarest term is cbosen to be about fo ur times as large as
tbe one for tbe most frequent searcb tenn.

4.2. Genome Analysis
Tbe genome of an organism is its bereditary informat ion and
represents (togetber witb tbe cellular macbinery) tbe 'construction plan'. Tbe genome is a sequence over an alpbabet
of four letters (A, C, G , T - nucleotides) . Tbere are regions
(genes) wbicb code for known funct ional entities (protei ns).
However, for some sections it is not known iftbey code for a
(new) protein or wbetber tbi s section is indeed non-codi ng.
To produce a protein, a ge ne contain ing segment of tbe genome is transcribed in a blueprint, called messenger RNA
(mRNA). T bis mRNA is translated by tbe cellular macbinery to tbe encoded protein.
Witb furtb er developme nt of sequencing tecbnologies

(next-generation seque ncing tec bnologies), it is now possible to seq uence tbe wbole transcriptome (all RNA) of a
cell, RNA-Seq(uencing) [MetIO, WGS09]. Since mRNAs
are translated in proteins, it is possible to infer from tbis transcriptome, at least to some amount, tbe prote in content oftbe
cell, and to poss ibly identify new coding regions.
Tbus, RNA-Seq is a promi sing new tecbnique, but tbere
are problems in data analysis. Due to tecbnical reasons, only sbort segments of, e.g., 50 nucleotides of tbe RNAs can
be sequenced usin g tbe SOLiD system [MetlO]. Tbe RNA,
wbicb can be a few tbousand nucleotides in lengtb, is tberefore fragmented before sequencing. Eacb 50 nucleotide read,
of wbi cb a few millions are produced in a sequencing run ,
bas to be mapped to tbe genome. Sections of tbe genome tbat
receive coverage from sucb reads are transcribed at tbis positi on. Because tbe reads from a certai n long mRNA-molecul e
are obtained statisticall y, tbe coverage of a transcribed genomic reg ion can be uneven or interrupted.
We use tbose RNA-Seq data as example of a task tbat requ ires data-driven boostin g of passages. Tn figure 4, eacb pixe l represents a nucleotide and tbe mapped color is dependent on the coverage. T hus, thi s re nects tb e re lati ve amount
of different RNA molec ules tbat were found in tbe cell at tbe
time of tbe analysis. T be start and stop positions of known
genes are given as meta-information. These gene stretcbes
are marked witb backs lasbes '\'.
Figure 4(a) sbows tbe transcription of a segment of a genome. The coverage o r th e fi rst ge ne oepicteo in the grapb ic is un even and interrupted, but tbe transcripti on level is
quite bigb compared to tbe backg round level. Tbe surrounding regio ns are also tran scribed wbieb is common for most
genes since tbose regions contain furt ber information about
wbere to start and stop protein sy ntbesis of a ge ne on tbe
mRNA. Interestingly, transcri bed regions witbout annotated
or suspectcd genes cx ist. B iologists arc intercstcd in findin g
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(a) Without visual boosting

(b) Global boosting with semi -transparent halos

Figure 3: Visual boosting of search results. The visual saliency of sparse pixels is increased by halos.

and describing those regions because they mi ght contain new
genes (or represent regulatory RNA). The last gene shown on
the genome segment is apparently not transcribed.
Figure 4(b) shows the same segment using distortion to
compress regions which are no genes and which are not
transcribed. Furthermore, we use a bipolar colormap here
to further emphasize the distinction between transcribed regions with and without annotated genes. Distortion is used
to reduce to so me extent the challenge of di splaying long
genomic sequences. Passages in whi ch no transcription takes place are not interesting for the analysis. However, if
we would remove them co mpletely, the context information
(gene neighborhood, length of the transcriptional gap, etc.),
which is necessary for th e analysis, would be missing. By
shrinking these passages, the contex t is retain ed, but at the
same tim e larger scalability and an emphasis of the important areas is achieved.

4.3. Geospatial Analysis
Boosting interesting or important data points in pixel-based
visualizations of geospatial datasets is different from the previously desc ribed application examples. These datasets come with a geograp hical information, which inhibits the use
of arbitrary layouts. Thus, geos patial datasets are not sequential but two-dim ensional.
Some of the boosting techniques introduced in section 2
can easily be applied to geo visuali zations such as hal os,
glyphs, or animation. Other techniques, such as hatching or
changing th e shape of pi xels, might be less applicable because they require regular, closed areas of pixels to become
dominant. In the following , we show an exa mple of app lying

Figure 5: Boosting of single points with circular halos. This
approach induces overplotting, which has to be dealt with in
more dense data sets.

the halo boosting technique to a geographi cal data set and
point out how the special challenges thi s comes with ca n be
addressed .
Figure 5 shows an example of boosting three sing le locations on a world map using circular halos. This works nicely
because the data set is very sparse. However, in many application scenarios the data is not equally distributed across
the earth but accumulates in certai n reg ions. Imagine an earthquake data set that co ntains information about the locati on and strength of all occurring earthquakes in a certain
time period. In reg ions of the world that are more likely to
be struck by earthquakes, overplotting can easily occur in a
pixel-based visuali zati on. The problem is exacerbated if we
use a boosting tec hnique that needs space around the ori ginal
pixe l such as adding a halo or using glyphs.
One possibility to deal with the overplotting issues in a
geographi c dataset is to apply a local pixel rep lacement strategy. [KPSN03 ] and [KHD *09] present approaches for pi-
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(a) Visual boosting of passages th at represent gene stretches by hatching.

(b) Additiona lly, uninterestin g passages that do no represents genes and are not transcribed are deemphasized by compression .

Figure 4: Visual boosting of Iranscriptom.e data of Escherichia coli 0 157:H7 EDL933 using the SOLiD 4.0 technology. Shown
are genes L7065 overlapping L7066, and L7071 from the plasmid pOl57 (NC_007414). Bacteria were grown in M9 lIIinimal
m.ediutll..

xel replacement. The key idea is to slightly shift pi xe ls from
their original position to so me empty space if they overl ap
with some other pi xe l(s). Thereby, th e geos patial topology
is preserved as well as possible. Figure 6 was drawn using
an adaptation of the methods that can deal with pixels of differe nt sizes. Pi xe ls with hal os are placed first (as they are th e
largest ones and thcrcforc most di ni cultt o placc). Pi xc ls th at
would be overplotting if placed at the ir orig inal position are
then relocated to the nea rest empty space.
Note th at using semi-transparent halos would not help here
because the local density of the points is too high. Thi s inevitably would res ult in signifi ca nt ovcrl ap between th e halos
with diffi cu llt o interpret bl ended pa int.

Halos are used to boost th e vis ibility of the strongest earthquakes. The color scale shows the three different colors that
are used to encode the magni tude of the earthquake together
with their (less saturated) halo colors.

If the data set is even dense r, relocation mi ght not be possible anymore without enl arg ing the geog raphic region that
the points are to be mapped to. The geo vi suali zation community deve loped many local di storti on algorithms that can
be useful in such a situation . See [Tob04) for an ove rview of
cartogram algorithms or [KPSN03 ) for an example that lIses
di storti on algo rithm s to allow fo r better pi xel place ment.

5. Comparison of Boosting Techniques
Figure 6 shows a visua li zation of an earthquake data set,
captured by the Un ited States Geo logical Survey during a
period from May 26th , 2010 to Jun e 2nd, 2010 [USG IO].

In thi s section , we compare the diffe rent boosting methods
of section 2 and present a guide line when to use which visual
boosting method in pixel-based visuali zations .
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Figure 7: Comparison of different boosting methods. + lII eans the technique is well applicable fa}' the specific task and 0 denotes
medium effectiveness. Boosting techniques rated with - should not be applied to the respective application problem.

the effects of the applied boosting technique to the layout,
i.e. how much the layout has to be changed.

; '.

..

'

Figure 6: Boosting of the strongest earthquakes with halos
while reducing data- and halo-induced overlap. Color was
mapped to magnitude, halos use less saturated colors.

The best way to assess the effectiveness of the different
techniques wo uld be to conduct a large user study. Ideally,
the different boosting tasks (image-driven, data-driven) and
the type of data (sparse, dense) should be treated separately. Furthermore, combinations of boosting techniques should
be taken into account as they may interfere with each other.
Such a large study is clearly beyond the scope of this paper.
Instead, we systematically collected the different aspects that
have to be taken into account - thereby paving the way for
fu rther in-depth studies. Furth erm ore, we classified and assessed the techniques theoretically by taking the literature on
perception into account. While for some aspects the decisi"
on seems to be clear (e.g., background coloring can only be
used for comparably sparse data), other questions need to be
answered by a future in-depth user study.
Figure 5 shows the resulting comparison table, part of
which is discussed below.

5.1. Some additional comments

Boosting meth ods can be applied to increase the visual saliency of si ngle pixels and passages or can be used to boost
a trend. Furthermore, when assessing the effectiveness of a
boosting technique, we also have to take into account if the
data to be shown is sparse or dense. This is an important cha"
racteristic of the data because some techniques require empty space around a pixel. In addition, we distinguish imagedriven and data-driven boosting as introduced in secti on I .
In additi on to the general suitability of the boosti ng method
under different conditions and for different use cases, we assess the methods regarding their resolution dependency and
the strength of the boosting effect. We additionally consider

Although shapes can be considered as a special type of glyphs (see secti on 2.5), it is reasonable to make a distincti on when evaluating their strengths and weaknesses. Glyphs
cross the border of the boosted pixel while the different shapes (circles, triangles, etc. instead of rectangular pixels) stay
inside the pixel boundaries. Hence, glyphs work best with
empty surrounding pixels whereas shapes are not affected
by th e density of the data.
Another tec hnique that is in need of special explanat ions
is animation (or blinking). Animation certainly has a hi gh
effectiveness as a boosting tec hnique. Nevertheless, we decided to downrate the value of animati on because many people
feel ann oyed if too much of a scene is blinking. It is therefore important to use it with care. Furthermore, blinking co-
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mes with the disadvantage that it affects the color perception
if the background color is visible from time to time. Another
aspect that has to be taken into account is that animation can
only be used in interactive applications and not for static media.
Finally, it has to be mentioned that distortion is a boosting
technique that requires a change in the layout. This may decrease the users ability to follow the course of the values in
an interactive application.

perception of some methods depends on the rate o f occurrence. One hatched pixel is significantl y less sali ent th an
a whole sequence of hatched pixels. The same is true for
distortion which benefits from the visual accumul a tion of a
whole sequence of compressed or enlarged pixels. In contrast, most glyphs are visually very dominant. Besides, they
usually cross the border of a pixel which means that displaying them in a sequence can easily result in a cluttered
representation. If glyphs are applied for boosting passages,
special glyph symbols for this task have to be developed.

5.2. Sparse vs. dense data sets

5.5. Boosting of trends

The distinction between sparse and dense data sets is important for all techniques that use the space around the pixel
for boosting. This is the case for halos, many glyphs, and of
course background coloring. Halos and glyphs can be painted across neighboring colored pixels. However, this inevitably results in obscuring part of other pixels.
When boosting passages we do not have to make the dis tinction between sparse and dense because the considered
segment of the data set is per· defi nition not sparse.

There are several methods to boost pixels or passages, but
there is only one good method to boost trends in data sets:
the background coloring techniqu e. Partly, also halos can be
used for visuali zing trends. If the most frequent values instead of rare values are enhanced with halos, this results in
an effect similar to background coloring. Note that this can
only be done if the trend can be represented with the existing pixels and does not require additional calculations such
as averaging the values. Since both techniques work best for
sparse data, none of the introduced techniques can be recommended for displaying an inherent trend of a dense data set.

5.3. Image- vs. data-driven boosting
Image-driven as opposed to data-driven boosting visually
strengthens information that is already present in the original plot. It is basically a redundant encoding for part of the
pixels which is the reason why adapting the color map does
work for image-driven boosting but not for data-driven boosting. In the latter case, every adaption of the color map would
inevitably destroy the information that was mapped to color
or at leas t signifi ca ntly impede reading the visualization. Similarly, using background coloring in a data-d riven scenario
would mean to use the visual property color twice, once for
the values themselves and second for a summary measure or
to encode some meta-data.
For the visual property shape, the difference between
image- and data-driven boosting has another reason . Chang ing the shape usually results in empty space around a pixel.
Recall that we inscribe circles or triangles into the rectangular space reserved for the pixel. Thus, es pecially for small
scale representations the color perception is affected because we tend to mix the colors of small nei ghboring areas with
each other. Since in image-driven boosting all pixels with a
speci fic co lor are changed, the distortion of the color perception is not as severe as it is for data-driven boosting.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the problem of visually boosting
interesting or important data points in pixel-based visualizations. Several boosting techniques such as halos, coloring,
distortion, and hatching were systematically reviewed and
compared to each other. Furthermore, we discussed perceptual issues that come with applying the presented techniques.
Another contribution of the paper is the evaluation of the different boosting techniques with respect to their applicability
in different tasks. We could show that tasks should be classified as working on sparse or dense data sets and with respect to the boosting task (boosting of pixel, passages, or a
trend). Furthermore, a distinction between image-driven and
data-driven boosting is important where image-drive n refers
to boosting that visually enhances information that is already
present in the plot (redundant encoding) whereas data-driven
boosting relies on importance measures that determine impOl·tant pixels based on some meta-information or function.
Several application examples were presented to show the wide applicability of the techniques and to exemplify the deri ved guidelines.
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